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This invention relates to*alleviators„'Íor_ hyà> 
dfa‘llíß Pumps,l flowumes and ¿other kindsfof 
hydraulic apparatus, ` - = l _ ._ _ 

V"Iv'he main object of my inventionistoproï 
`5ivide a compact and inexpensive“,alleviatorthat 

isparticularly adapted for use with large sized 
pumps and with large'sized mains in` which a 
considerable volume of liquid isbeingl pumped. 
f Another object is toj provideV a îmulti-'cylinde'r 

10-alleviator `i`n which a single'pisto'n *or plunger 
that’ is arranged in opposed lrelationship _with` _ n ` ._ _ _A 

` on the lowery endof the'pistonV is'agasket' 2bv an expansiblemeans or a shock absorbing me# 
dium confined in one cylinder, also acts as a 
valve or cut olf device `to control the admission 

1'5 `of the pumped liquid to a second or separate> 
cylinder wherein is confined ameans or medium 
that co-acts with the pumped liquid to absorb 
shocks. ' 

I have herein illustrated my present invention 
2`0`Iembodied in an alleviator of the general type 

Y disclosed in my U. S. Patent No. 1,640,046, dated 
August 23, 1927, but I wish it to be understood 
that my broad idea is applicable to various types 
and kinds oí alleviators and that’various changes 

25 Ímay be made in the construction‘and arrange 
ment of the parts or" the alleviator without de 
parting from the spirit of my invention;> 
Figure 1 of the drawing is a top plan view of 

a hydraulic pump equipped with an alleviator 
yim‘ïembodying my present invention; and 

Figure 2 is an enlarged Vertical sectional view 
of said alleviator. ' 

In the drawing, A designates‘a conventional - 
hydraulic pump that is usedl for forcing a 

35 liquidthrough a main or >ilow line, and vB des 
ignates as an entirety an alleviator for reducing 
the force of discharge of the liquid being pumped 
or for maintaining a substantiallyV uniform rate 

. of discharge of liquid from Aor through the ap 
40 Jparatus with which the alleviator is used. In 

Figure 1 the alleviator B is illustrated as being 
mounted upon or connected with the discharge 
pipe l of the pump, but it will, of course, be 

` _ obvious that the alleviator may be arranged in 
4,5.A lvarious other positions. ^ j l 

The alleviator B comprises a cylinder C closed 
at its upper end and provided at its lower end 
with an opening 2 that establishescommunicaè 
tion between the interior of the cylinder and the 

50=».'clischarge pipe l of the pump, and a` reciprocat 
in? piston or plunger D is mounted in the cyl 
inder C in such a manner that when a certain 
approximate pressure develops in the discharge 
_pipe 1, the piston D will move upwardly Yand 

5'5Í compress a shock absorbing means in the upper 

portion vofmthe‘ cylinder C which will usually con?. 
sist of 'anjexpansible medium'such as~ compressed _‘ 
air, vor compressedair and ra bodyl of`oil"'.'1:jor 
other suitable liquidthat’seals the joint between ‘ 
the Asidewall ofl the cylinder C andthe coasting 
side wall portion> ofthepiston D. "At tlfre‘lower 
end“ ofthe piston D 'is a reducedvextension 2&1" 
that constitutesa dash> pot element which enters 
the opening" 2 in'the‘lowerfendfof lthe‘ìcyli'nderV 
as 'the pistonfD 'nears' the end of its downward.v 
stroke. fsurrounding the vclash pot element-'23" 

thatV effectively seals the lower end of* the ̀ cylin`` 
der C when the piston ¿D is at the end of its 
downward stroke. _ ’ v 

The alleviator B also comprises an additional 
cylinder or second cylinder E whose upper end 
is closed and whose lower end is connected by a 
lateral outlet 3 with the >cylinder` C adjacent the 
lower‘end or open end» of the cylinder C. When 
the piston Dis in its depressed position, shown 
in Figure 1, it acts asa Valve for the lateral out> 
let 3 that absolutely cutsloff communication be 
tween the interior of the cylinder E and the in 
terior of the cylinder C or the pipe 1 through 
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which the pumped liquid is flowing. When the _ 
piston D moves upwardly, due to the pressure 
exerted on same by the pumped liquid, ‘said 
pumped liquid can enter the lateral outlet 3 
leading to the cylinder‘E. 

The‘cylinder E is provided with a means or 
medium for absorbing the rshock produced by 
the inrush of the pumped liquid into the cylinder 
E. Various meansrmay be used for this pur` 
pose, _but I prefer to charge the cylinder E with 
compressed air or a similar medium` that is 
capable of being compressed by the pressure 
exerted on same by the inrushing pumped liquid 
and thereafter expanding after the shock has 
been absorbed so as to eiîect the discharge of 
the liquid from the cylinder E. In order to 
facilitate the introduction of the expansible 
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shock absorbing medium into the cylinder E, a ' 
compressed air supply pipe 4 equipped with a 
gage 5 is attached to the cylinder E, as shown in 
Figure 2. ~ y tv 

When' the pump A is stopped or shut down the 
piston D moves downwardly in the cylinder C, 
thereby closing the connection 3 between the 
cylinders C and E, and cuttingoflî` communica 
tion between the interior of the cylinder E and ' 
the conduit through which the'pumped liquid 
is flowing. So long as the piston D remains in 
its depressed position, there is no liability of the 
expans‘ible` medium in the cylinder E escaping 
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2f. 
from same, due, of course, to theV fact that the 
combined inlet and outlet 3 of the cylinder E is 
closed tightly by the piston D which acts as a 
valve or cut-off device. In practice some of the 
pumped liquid that enters the cylinder E when 
the piston D moves upwardly, remains in the 
lateral outlet 3 when said pistonreturns to its 
depressed position,4 and this body of liquid that 
becomes trapped in the lower portion ofthe 
cylinder E or in the connection 3 betweenv the 
two cylinders serves as a liquid seal for the 
piston D that absolutely eliminates the possi` 
bility of the expansible medium in the cylinder E' 
escaping from same. I prefer to design the alle 
viator so that the main force of the shock is 
taken up by the expansible medium conñned' in 
the cylinder E, and accordingly, I propose. tov 
charge the cylinder E with compressed air. whose 
initial pressure is -less than the pressure. of the 
air conñned in the upper portion of the cylinder'v 
C. The cylinder C and the reciprocating piston 
D therein are preferably but not necessarily con 
structed'in the manner described in'rny prior 
U. S. patent previously referred to. ' ` 
Onefof the main advantages of ' my improved` 

alleviator is that it may be designed for use with. 
large sized pumps and withV large sized mains in 
which a considerable volume of liquid is being 
pumped, without producing a cumbersome andy 
expensive structure, as would be liable to result 

Í if the alleviator .wereY provided with a single 
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cylinder containing a yshock absorbing means or 
medium. v*Another very desirable characteris 
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tic of my improved alleviator is that it is prac 
tically impossible for an expansible medium con 
fined in the cylinder E to escape therefrom, 'if 
the alleviator remains inactive for a long period, 
thereby insuring that the alleviator will always 
be in readiness to act and perform the function 
forY which,y it is designed.. y ' n 

Y Having thus described my invention, what I 
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claim as new and desire to secure by Letters. 
Patent is: ` p 

An alleviator for a liquid pumping apparatus, 
comprising a primary cylinder havingy a head or 
closed: end‘,k a vplunger in said cylinder that is 
adapted to be moved towards said headby pres’ 
sure exerted on same by the liquid being pumped, 
the portion of the cylinder lying between the 
end vof the'plunger and thel head of the cylinder 
being closed to the atmosphere and containing 
an expansible'gas under pressure for opposing 
the movement'of saidplunger, a secondary cylin 
der having1 a, head or closed end and containing 
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a. gas that isfundersuilicient super-atmosphericA , 
pressure to constitute afshoclç-absorbing medium 
for the pumped liquid, and a connection between 
said primary cylinder andA secondary cylinder 
arrangedY so that after the plunger in the pri 
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mary cylinder has. been moved by the pressurevof  . . 
the pumped liquid, said liquid will thereafterfv 
enter the secondary cylinder, 'whereby the shock 
will be absorbed progressively by the Ícorn‘oint 
action of said primary cylinder and secondary 
cylinder;- ` ` ' ' 
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